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From an Old Vaudeville Routine: 
 
Doctor:  “Well, I’ve examined you and can’t find anything wrong.  What seems to be the problem?” 
Patient: “Every time I eat a big meal, I lose my appetite.”  
 
The Problem 
 
My buddy Larry can ruin just about the world’s funniest joke.  He can remember all of the 
words, but he just doesn’t have an ear for timing.  That’s why all of his jokes end with the 
same punch line: “Well, it sounded funny when I heard it.” 
 
Timing is just as important in how we communicate with our customers. The same message 
can be welcome and effective or off-putting and counterproductive, depending on when 
someone receives it.  
 
In database marketing, retailers tend to communicate with customers at points made 
inexpensive by technology or convenient by opportunity, rather than according to the 
customers’ desires and needs. In doing so, they often do more harm than if they had not 
communicated at all. 
 
What You’ll Get From This Paper 
 
This White Paper deals with the subtle and all-important matter of the timing of 
communications with customers. It will explain why most retailers who do communicate with 
customers proactively fail to make the most of such interactions due to inappropriate timing, 
and what to do instead. 
 
After I introduce myself, I’ll define “bad timing” and give three examples.  Next, I’ll describe 
the four main consequences of bad timing. Finally, I’ll explain a few simple ways to improve 
your timing and ensure that your communications achieve positive and profitable results. 
 
Why Should You Listen to Me? 
 
I’m David Williams, the founder and President of LoyalTec, LLC.  We help retailers increase 
their profits by mining their own data.  Our methodology allows retailers to analyze and 
leverage the information they collect (or should be collecting) about their customers and 
their customers’ behavior.  Our clients increase profits by dramatically growing the value of 
their customers, keeping good customers longer, and getting them to refer other customers. 
  
Previously, as founder and Chief Technology Officer of Retail Solutions, Inc., I pioneered 
real-time visibility and analysis of retail point-of-sale (POS) data throughout the entire 
supply-chain.  My clients and strategic partners have included Revlon, Unilever, Pfizer, 
Bayer, Bristol-Myers, Wyeth Healthcare, American Greetings, CVS/Pharmacy, Eckerd, 
Walgreens, Duane Reade, L.L. Bean, and Toys ‘R Us.  
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Before starting Retail Solutions, I designed continuous replenishment programs that 
automatically placed replenishment reorders on behalf of individual retail stores based on 
actual consumer take-away – an industry first for national drug retailers.  
 
My twin passions are analytics and loyalty marketing. In my career, I've seen companies that 
collect detailed data about their customers and fail to capitalize on it.  I've also seen 
companies committed to creating raving fans of their customers who couldn't pull it off 
because they didn't have the means to treat each customer as an individual. My mission is to 
place the cutting edge of information technology in the service of enlightened permission-
based, one-to-one marketing.  
 
What is “Bad Timing”? 
 
A badly timed message is one that reaches its audience when it is:  
 

1. unable to take advantage of it 
2. uninterested in it 
3. alienated by it 

 
Here are three familiar examples. 
 
Example #1: Supermarket Post-Purchase Coupons 
 
Many supermarkets have printers that print post-purchase coupons at the same time as the 
cash register prints receipts.  The cashier hands them both to the customer in the same 
motion. Because the machine reads the items purchased, it can print coupons for different 
brands of the same products the customer has bought as well as other products based on the 
ones the customer just bought (example: chocolate syrup because they bought ice cream). 
This qualifies as bad timing on all three counts listed above. 
 
Example #2: Loyalty Card Point Total on the Bottom of the Check 
Some restaurants with rewards programs assign points based on customers’ accumulated 
check totals and issue gift certificates or vouchers when certain milestones are reached. 
Because it’s easy to do, they often list the customer’s point total at the bottom of the check. 
 
The rationale is that the customer appreciates “real time data.” The truth is that the 
customer is actually being reminded how much they eat out, and are tantalized with a free 
meal when they are at their most full.   
 
Indicating how many points we just earned is okay, but year-to-date or the like can be a little 
scary – causing the customer to say “wow, for as much as I’m spending, you’d think they’d 
treat me better”, or “I didn’t know I spent that much”. 
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nineteen year-old clerk on my next visit.  Besides, you’re offering me a burger when I’ve just 
eaten!  Odds are, that offer never looked so bad – yuck, I’m too full! 
 
Example #3: Receipts with Summaries 
 
Some retailers print purchase summaries on the bottom of the customer’s receipt.  It’s 
definitely easy and inexpensive for the retailer, but for the customer, it is often a painful 
reminder of how much they (or their spouse) have purchased.  Besides – who cares?   
 
In fact, the last thing I want to see is how many Snickers Bars I bought during the last 30 
days.  It points out how closely you are watching me.  Consumers are already convinced “big 
brother” is watching and now you are helping to build the case.   
 
Customer Loyalty programs (or frequent shopper programs, as the consumers hear it) are 
designed to reward good customer behavior.  When you show information to your 
customers, make sure they perceive it as valuable.  Showing data just because you have it 
reinforces the feeling that you are watching them – they signed up to be rewarded – not 
stalked!  
 
What’s So Bad about Bad Timing? 
 
Negative Consequence #1: Badly timed communications make it difficult/inconvenient for your customers to 
act on the offer.   
 
Supermarkets hand out coupons at the cash register because it’s the one place they can easily 
collect information on your purchases and market to you based on your buying profile. It 
would make little sense to dispense diaper coupons to every shopper upon entering the store 
(although that’s exactly what coupon flyer racks do, which is another big problem.1) But 
these post-purchase coupon printers print coupons either for competitive brands (print 
Huggies coupons for Pampers buyers, Haagen-Dazs coupons for Ben & Jerry’s buyers) or 
for complementary products (Hershey’s Syrup for Ben & Jerry’s buyers.) 
 
Let’s assume that the customer who has just bought diapers really wants more diapers at this 
exact moment (an idiotic assumption, but play along for a moment). How would they fulfill 
this desire? 
 
Would they carry the groceries to their car, load them, and return to the store for another 
go? 
 
Would they leave the bags in the cart, ask a cashier or bagger to keep an eye on them, and 
return to the aisles for one additional item? 
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1 For more information on the problem of subsidizing customers for purchases they were going to make 
anyway, see our White Paper, “Are You Giving Stuff Away for No Good Reason?” It’s available for 
download on our web site, www.LoyalTec.net.   
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Handing them a coupon after they’ve finished shopping is the absolute worst time for them 
to act on it, even if they’d like to. The logistical barriers are overwhelming, even assuming 
desire. 
 
What we want them to do, then, is to file the coupon in their wallet or purse and use it next 
time they shop. Again, even assuming they want to, we’re asking a lot of the average person. 
 
Don’t get me wrong - I do like some things about this approach.  Unlike most retailers, the 
ones who use checkout coupons are actually analyzing their data.  And the approach is 
customer-specific.  It’s better than doing nothing, but the timing is wrong.   
 
A more timely application of this technology could be to educate the customer about other 
uses for the products they just purchased. “Hey, here’s a great recipe for that chicken you 
just bought.”  At least most shoppers would view this communication as value-added as 
opposed to JAC (Just Another Coupon). 
 
Negative Consequence #2: Bad timing reminds them of things you don’t want them to think about at that 
moment. 
 
The restaurant check that tallies points at the bottom, below the bill total, is a perfect 
example of this phenomenon.  Your customer has just eaten a meal, maybe had coffee and 
dessert too.  They’re full, maybe over-full.  They’ve just given you a wad of cash, or you’ve 
just whacked a chunk off their credit card. 
 
Now, at the bottom of the bill, they see a representation of how much money they’ve paid 
you over the past months or years. They’re full – there’s nothing you can offer them at this 
moment. But they’re seeing, at the 30,000 foot level, how much business they’ve given you. 
 
They’ve got 12,440 points, which means they’re entitled to a free appetizer and dessert at 
their next visit.  That’s great news for them! So go and ruin the glad tidings by associating it 
with two negative conditions: not being hungry, and paying money. 
 
Is “real-time” data so crucial here that their point total can’t wait a couple of days, or even a 
few hours? Your customer’s loyalty point total is not exactly soybean futures, or even their 
glucose level. They’re not going to make any decisions based on the information.  Besides, 
insisting on giving them that information at the point of purchase squanders another 
opportunity to communicate with them later.  
 
So why give them the information when they’ll least welcome it? 
 
Negative Consequence #3: Bad timing offers something that your customer wants later or earlier, but 
definitely not now. 
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bought a 96-ounce bottle of Listerine mouthwash that will last for three months, even if he’s 
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eating garlic daily and going to a lot of singles bars. Obviously, he’s pretty heavily into 
mouthwash, and is likely to buy again (unless, of course, he gets married). 
 
But at that moment, do you really want to offer him a bottle of Scope? 
 
That’s the epitome of offering your customers a hamburger after they’ve just eaten a 
hamburger. Yes, they’ll buy mouthwash again. But can you imagine a time when they’ll be so 
predictably uninterested in the message? 
 
You might argue that the 96-ounce Listerine isn’t a fair example.  Surely a Ben & Jerry’s 
buyer will come back a couple of days later for another pint, and can use the Haagen-Dazs 
coupon then. 
 
That’s true, but it ignores the psychology of the shopper. He’s just bought all the ice cream 
he needs at that moment. Even though logically he’ll be buying ice cream again soon, he’s 
satisfied his current ice cream desire, and so is still receiving an offer for which he has no 
current use. 
 
Will some customers save the coupon and use it later?  Of course. Will they switch to the 
couponed brand permanently, or at least increase its share of their wallet? Doubtful. I would 
argue that the customers most likely to file, save, carry, and retrieve the coupon the next 
time they buy ice cream are the price sensitive customers, not the brand loyalists.  All things 
being equal, next week it’s back to Chubby Hubby and Cherry Garcia. 
 
Negative Consequence #4: Bad timing squanders goodwill and makes it harder to get their attention later. 
 
A coupon for Scope 30 seconds before the purchase might have changed our customer’s 
behavior. But a coupon 30 seconds after the purchase only makes her mad. When it had 
great value, we withheld it.  When it plummeted in value, we offered it. 
 
That makes us a Coupon Tease. Our customers don’t appreciate it. 
 
At other times, the communication is simply an irrelevant interruption.  Remember that no 
matter how loyal your customer, your establishment is not the only thing on her mind. No 
matter how much permission she’s given you to communicate with her, you can’t interrupt 
her when she’s sleeping or talking earnestly with her friends. 
 
In the 1937 classic on direct mail marketing, The Robert Collier Letter Book,” Collier describes 
the task of communicating with customers this way: 
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“Put yourself in [your customer’s] place. If you were deep in 
discussion with a friend over some matter that meant a great deal to 
both of you, and a stranger came up, slapped you on the back and 
said: ‘See here, Mister, I have a fine coat I want to sell you!’ What 
would you do? Examine the coat with interest, and thank him for the 
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privilege or kick him and the coat down the nearest stairs, and blister 
both with a few choice adjectives in the process? 
 
“Well, much the same thing happens when you approach a man by 
mail. He is deep in a discussion with himself over ways and means of 
getting certain things that mean a great deal to him. You butt in (that 
is the only term that describes it) and blandly tell him to forget those 
things that so deeply concern him and consider your proposition 
instead. Is it any wonder he promptly tells you where to head in, and 
lacking the ability to reach you, takes it out on your letter instead?”2 

 
The holy grail of loyalty marketing is giving our customers an offer that relates strongly to 
what they desire at that particular moment, and that pushes them to an action they might not 
otherwise take, or to a different (and from our point of view, more profitable) one. 
 
While we can’t read our customers’ minds, we can refrain from sending our messages at 
times they are least likely to be relevant. 
 
How to Give “Good Timing” 
 
Principle #1: Configure the technology to support the marketing, not the other way around. 
 
Restaurants put the points total on the bill because it’s cheap and easy. Nothing to mail and 
no additional pieces of paper to buy, store, print and deliver. Incremental cost practically 
zero.  
 
“Because it’s cheap and easy” is seldom a good reason for communicating effectively and 
respectfully. It’s cheap and easy to spam millions of email addresses (so cheap, in fact, that it 
makes money even with a pathetic response rate any decent marketer would be ashamed of), 
but I don’t recommend doing that to people you want to build relationships with. 
 
Everything’s relative. “Cheap” communications strategies can be extremely expensive if they 
alienate your customers and make them think less of you.   
 
Good marketing always causes operational problems, because marketing is sensitive to the 
needs of customers, and operations are sensitive to internal needs.  When they clash, in great 
businesses, marketing prevails. In exceptional businesses, operations rises to the challenge 
and creates efficiencies that support the marketing strategy. 
 
Principle #2: Identify the Desired Response for each message and time its delivery to raise your odds of 
success. 
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This principle is known in the world of direct mail as “gun to your head” marketing.  Before 
you send out a message, you figure out the result you need and imagine that someone 
holding a gun to your head is going to pull the trigger if you don’t achieve that result.   
 
In that mindset, you make sure that you send the message at the most advantageous time. 
You put yourself in your customers’ shoes: when are they most likely to want what you’re 
offering? When is the Desired Response the easiest and most convenient thing for them to 
do?  
 
For example, a supermarket with a true Loyalty program keeps track of its customers’ buying 
habits.  If it knows that Suzy Q buys mouthwash every three months, it sends her a coupon 
for a different brand (assuming it wants her to switch brands) two months and three weeks 
after her last purchase. 
 
Principle #3: Modulate frequency and timing based on customer response. 
 
You’re collecting data on your customers because one size does not fit all. The more you get 
to know them as individuals, the more effectively you can serve each one of them.   
 
That goes not only for the content of your offers, but the timing as well. If you find that a 
particular customer responds well to weekly communications, give them what they want. If 
another customer responds only to every fourth weekly offer, experiment with monthly 
communication.  
 
Some customers respond well to coupons sent in advance, while others prefer to bring in 
their cards and see what specials apply to them.  Pay attention to what works, based on 
individual customer behavior, and keep experimenting until you reach maximum 
effectiveness for each customer.   
 
Principle #4: Reward, don’t penalize, customers with your timing. 
 
According to Arthur Hughes, the litmus test of a successful database marketing effort is that 
the customer must be able to say, “I’m glad that I’m in that database because…”3 
 
Give them messages and offers that improve their lives, rather than make them regret past 
actions. Make them offers not only that they can’t resist, but that they don’t want to resist.  Make 
being your customer an experience of pleasure, not manipulation. 
 
If diplomacy is the art of letting someone else have your way, retail Loyalty marketing is the 
art of letting your customers joyfully buy what you want them to.  
 
I was recently in a Men’s Wearhouse with a friend from out of town who had forgotten to 
pack shirts. He needed a shirt, so it wasn’t necessary for the salesman to offer him special 
deals to get his business. But because of the service and some well-timed discounts, he 
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ended up with two shirts, neither style had he ever owned before. He got a list of Men’s 
Wearhouse stores in his home state, and expressed interest in the corporate logo line for his 
business. 
 
At checkout, he gave the salesman his contact information without hesitation. After we 
drove away, he confided that he never gives his contact information to stores, and usually 
refuses by claiming to be in the Federal witness protection program.  His experience of 
Men’s Wearhouse, however, made him feel that future communication from them would 
enhance, not diminish, his life. 
 
Next Steps 
 
Getting the timing right is not a simple matter when you’re dealing with more customers 
than you can know personally.  There’s always a fine line between too often and not often 
enough, between subsidizing behavior that would have happened anyway and pushing for 
behavior that’s just not going to happen, and between informing and annoying. 
 
If you currently collect data on your customers, you have the ability to make intelligent (and 
extremely profitable) decisions about when and how often to communicate with your 
customers.  It requires analyzing the data and looking for the subtle patterns contained in 
them.  
 
It’s not hard to do, when you know advanced statistics, computer modeling, psychology, and 
marketing. I speak from experience – my company, LoyalTec, focuses on these four core 
competencies.  If your company doesn’t, we should talk. 
 
Because it’s not hard work if you have the background and equipment to carry it out, you’ll 
be surprised when I tell you how inexpensively LoyalTec can analyze your customer data, 
identify opportunity gaps, lost customers, “at risk” customers, high rollers, and “negative 
profit” customers who only respond to low-margin bargains.  
 
For example, one prospect (who has since become a client) was skeptical, and sent us a data 
set to analyze. Using an algorithm based on individual customer shopping frequencies, we 
identified over 4,000 lost customers.  The average annual profit per customer was $62.50, so 
a campaign that could recapture even 10% of those customers would yield a profit of 
$25,000. 
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buy more, buy more often, buy higher margin items, understand and appreciate your value, 
and refer others, please contact us by email, phone, or post: 
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Author’s notes: 
 
Do you know someone who should read this document?  Have them send a blank email to 
timing@LoyalTec.par32.com.  They will instantly receive instructions for obtaining their 
own copy.  
 
If this copy was emailed, faxed or photocopied for you, you will not automatically receive 
future cutting-edge documents on building and profiting from customer loyalty. Some of the 
titles in the works include: 
* How Retailers Blow it with Conventional Loyalty Cards, Coupons and Promotions 
* How to Find and Fire Your Cherry-Pickers 
* How to Identify and Reward the 20% Responsible for 80% of Your Profits 
* The Secret to Not Losing Customers: Steps to Take Before It’s Too Late 
To be sure that you get these special reports, just send a blank email to 
timing@LoyalTec.par32.com.   
 
I need your feedback.  Whether you agree or disagree with me, I’d love to discuss it with 
you.  Please drop me a line at DWilliams@LoyalTec.net or call me at (401) 934-1841.  
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